Virtual power coaching format

Leader’s Circle –
Find solutions to
challenges together

Format

Exclusive peer-group approach
to tackling contemporary
leadership challenges head on

2 virtual modules of 2.5 hours each in 1-week intervals with
peer-to-peer consulting and inspirational input on leadership
issues

Who for
For leaders who want to address daily personal leadership
challenges through active collaboration

Why
In the current climate, leaders face a wide range of
often new challenges. The dynamic developments in the
organizational context demand a lot from leaders and
they are often at first left to tackle these complex issues on
their own. The Leader’s Circle supports leaders in actively
meeting these challenges head on through providing
inspirational input, sharing experiences and opening up
new options and perspectives.

Contents
— Tackle current leadership challenges
head on in a peer group setting
— Tailored leadership tools
— Peer-to-peer consulting
— Speed coaching
— Case clinic method
— Inspirational input on remote leading and virtual collaboration

The concept
Leaders support each other. With the aid of peer-to-peer
consulting methods and a range of coaching tools, we develop
innovative approaches to finding solutions for the pressing
issues facing leadership. The structured, facilitated process

enables leaders to discover new ways of looking at their
specific personal situation. Modeled on coaching processes,
the approach allows leaders to develop new paths to finding
solutions as well as to benefit from the experience of their peers.

Peer consulting with coaching
and training elements
The virtual format, Leadership Circle, helps
leaders address the quite specific challenges
they face in their daily working lives.
They come together as a fixed group for a short
period of time away from the demands of daily
business to engage in intensive and focused
collaboration. The new approaches to finding
solution that they develop are complemented by
brief, precise input from P1 consultants.

Information on organisation and program:
Leaders interested in taking part register by providing a brief description of their leadership challenge.
This should be current, capable of being dealt with within the leader’s sphere of influence and of a
magnitude that makes it suitable for the peer-to-peer consultation framework.
Depending on the number of participants, 1-2 consultants work with the whole group or in sub-groups.
The ideal group size is 8 participants.
The format can be delivered intra-organisationally but also across different organisations.
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Contact
P1 Consulting GmbH
Goldstraße 16 –18, 33602 Bielefeld

For further information and
personal consultation:

+49 521 54 37 39 29
info@p1-c.de
www.p1-consulting.de

